Loudoun Square, Butetown, Cardiff

LOUDOUN SQUARE,
BUTETOWN, CARDIFF

LOCATION: CARDIFF
CLIENT: CARDIFF COMMUNITY HOUSING ASSOCIATION /
CARDIFF COUNCIL
VALUE: £13.0M
SIZE: 8576M2

Austin-Smith:Lord has played a key role in delivering the exciting Loudoun
Square regeneration project, which is a collaboration between Cardiff City
Council, Cardiff Community Housing Association and Cardiff Local Health
Board. The project includes a new health centre, local retail units, affordable
homes and community facilities.

COMPLETION: 2014
SERVICE: ARCHITECTURE, INTERIOR DESIGN, LANDSCAPE
DESIGN
SECTOR: CIVIC, HEALTHCARE, RESIDENTIAL, RETAIL
CONTRACTOR: LEADBITTER

This ground breaking mixed use regeneration project was keenly followed
at Central and Local Government levels as a potential future model for the
co-location of vital community facilities within a sustainable redevelopment
delivered through innovative public sector partnerships.

STRUCTURES: BINGHAM HALL O’HANLAN
SERVICES: SABA CONSULT
COST CONSULTANT: DAVIS LANGDON
AWARDS: FIRST BREEAM EXCELLENT HEALTHCARE
CENTRE IN WALES
HOUSING AWARDS 2014 - UK HOUSING DEVELOPMENT OF
THE YEAR

Austin-Smith:Lord was appointed to provide
architectural, interior design and landscape
design services from inception to completion.
The design was developed to RIBA Stage D
whilst appointed by CCHA under a NEC PSC
appointment prior to novation to Leadbitter as
contractor. ASL was also Design Team Leader.
“ Given this is a mixed use scheme with a
range of stakeholders, Austin-Smith:Lord’s
team managed to take on board the design
challenge and inputs of the users, to help
deliver a high quality and functional building.”

The extensive consultation process also
addressed practical issues such as how to
construct new buildings whilst maintaining
continued services from the existing facilities
on the site.

Ken Thomas, Project Consultant
CCHA

Sustainability was of paramount importance
for the project, with the new Health Centre

achieving a BREEAM Excellent rating making it
the first BREEAM Excellent Health Care Centre
in Wales. The 61 new homes are designed to
achieve Code for Sustainable Homes - Level
4 and Level 5. To achieve these stringent
environmental targets, the designs incorporate
innovative strategies such as harvesting of rain
water, biomass fuelled heating and extensive
use of ‘A’ rated insulation materials.
The very highest priority for the project was to
meet the needs of the local community.
This has been ensured through extensive
consultation and the resulting brief, which
required the retention of retailers and the

creation of a new health centre, community
centre and public art.
With the project now complete and in use, we
have been highly praised for the quality of the
design and our service. As a result we have
received further commissions from our client.
Since its completion Loudoun Square
has been awarded the RICS Wales 2015
Regeneration Project of the Year and the UK
Housing 2014 Awards Development of the
Year.

